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For decades, a small team of prosecutors from the Criminal Section
of the Civil Rights Division has traveled across the United States
investigating and prosecuting some the most heart wrenching and
challenging cases in the justice system - hate crimes and police
misconduct. Having been a member of this team, Michael McAuliffe
gives voice to the pain felt by entire communities and the difficulties of working to
uphold the rule of law when the law doesn’t always follow the rules. Though fiction,
at this particular moment in America, McAuliffe’s incredible detail paints the
complicated picture of justice we all can learn from.”
Roy L. Austin, Jr.
Lawyer and former Deputy Assistant to President Barack Obama leading the White
House Office of Urban Affairs, Justice, and Opportunity

Hate is shockingly alive and well in America these days, but so is moral courage and a passion for justice. This is a compelling,
emotionally taut first novel by an accomplished attorney. We are intrigued by the protagonist, a self-doubting white prosecutor who joins
forces with a seasoned black agent who knows the sting of prejudice. They battle the Klan, police corruption, and sometimes each other,
but in the process, forge a memorable alliance. Through it all, Michael McAuliffe's fresh, image-infused style makes reading a pleasure.”
Rose Styron
poet, human rights activist, and journalist
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February 1994 - Lynwood, Louisiana: Flaming crosses light up the night and terrorize the
southern town. The resurgent Klan wants a new race war, and the Klansmen will start it here. As
federal civil rights prosecutor Adrien Rush is about to discover, the ugly roots of the past run
deep in Lynwood.
For Nettie Wynn, a victim of the cross burnings and lifelong resident of the town's segregated
neighborhood, the hate crimes summon frightful memories of her youth, when she witnessed
white townspeople lynch a black man. Her granddaughter Nicole DuBose, a successful journalist
in New York City, returns to Lynwood to care for her grandmother. Rush arrives from DC and
investigates the crimes with Lee Mercer, a seasoned local FBI special agent. Their partnership is
tested as they clash over how far to go to catch the racists before the violence escalates. Rush's
role in the case becomes even more complicated after he falls for DuBose. When crucial
evidence becomes compromised—threatening to upend what should be a celebrated
conviction—the lines between right and wrong, black and white, collide with deadly
consequences.
No Truth Left to Tell is a timely legal thriller that pulls readers into a compelling courtroom
drama and the search for justice in a troubled community.
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McAuliffe spins a fabulous story
about racism and truth. There were
good guys and bad, all of whom
were believable characters. I was
hooked on this one from the beginning, and you
will too.”
Men Reading Books Blog

Buzz is Building in the Blogosphere

No Truth Left to Tell is an
incredible story of courage,
perseverance, kindness in the face
of hatred and racism. It is well
written, with a plot that keeps you reading well
into the night. You can’t put this book down, as
you want to see criminals brought to justice and
the shock you feel at our legal system. No Truth
Left to Tell is a definite must read novel.”
Working Mommy Journal

No Truth Left to Tell is worth reading not only for the intriguing legal tangle, but in order to meet
Nettie Wynn. I am sure Nettie Wynn is based on someone or perhaps a composite of someone
McAuliffe knew. The world is better place for people like her as much as it is for motivated
upholders of the law like Adrien Rush. Sure, read the book for the legal thriller and the dangers
posed by lawless people. Learn about the Holocaust survivor who brings some understanding to young people
after the cross burns at her synagogue. But savor No Truth Left to Tell for the nobility of Nettie Wynn.”
English Plus Language Blog
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